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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alcuzas
Plural of alcuza .  It means oil, vessel or container in which the oil is deposited (it can also be vinegar or seasoning of
liquids, for salads).  They can be of various materials but predominate metallic, glass or porcelain materials).  They were
also called kuzas or smelled.  The word has Arabic origin.

aldaba
It is a metallic element that is placed on the doors externally.  It is also often called a doorknob or caller.  In Colombia it
was commonly used many years ago.  We also used to say aldaba to a metallic element that was used internally as a
bolt or pin.  In both cases they are already little used elements and are only found in old buildings.  The term is of Arabic
origin.

aldabas
They are metal rings that are used to hit the gates.  Plural of aldaba . 

aldabrachelys
It means tortoise or giant tortoise from Aldabra (Aldabra is the name of a Seychelles island in the Indian Ocean).  It is
the name of a genus of giant turtles.

aldair
It is a male name of Celtic origin and means place of horses.  Aldhair Variant .  According to other authors it is of Arabic
origin and means beautiful, beautiful.  Aldair is the name of a former Brazilian football player.  Its full name is Aldair
Nascimento dos Santos .  He played in the 1990s, 1994 and 1998 World Cups.  His position was defender.  Name of
one of the most notable archers in Colombia.  Its full name is Aldair Alejandro Quintana Rojas .  He was born in Ibagué
and is currently a goalkeeper for Atlético Nacional. 

alde hemendik
It is not the Spanish language but the Basque phrase. It means " Get out of here ".

aldeano
It means that it comes from a village, small town or hamlet.  Pueblerino, local.  It can also mean rustic, peasant, farmer,
farmer, rough, uneducated. 

aldebaran
The correct term in English is Aldebarán, with tilde.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Taurus.  It is also called
Alpha Tauri, Alpha Tau, 87 Tauri or HIP 21421, by astronomers.  In Arabic it means the following , the one that follows ,
because apparently it pursues The Pleiades. 

alderiques
It is an Asturian media which the Asturian language used in its broadcasts. It is a Television channel.

aldo
It is a male name of Teutón origin.  It means noble and experienced man.  Old, old, influential. 



alea iacta est
" Alea iacta est " It is a Latin phrase awarded to Julio Cesar to the Rubicon River.  It means " The die is cast " and in
more contemporary terms it would amount to " Be what God wants " or as they say the youth of now " We are going with
all ".  They refer to the desire luck in the campaigns that we started and return triumphant.

aleatorio
It means that it is not continuous, nor permanent.   It is synonymous with random, fortuitous, eventually, insecure,
circumstantial, casual, incidental, unexpected, risky. occasional, inadvertent, accidental.

alebrarse
It means cowering, getting scared, running away (like a hare).  Run away, run.  It also means crawling, wallowing on the
ground. 

alebrestado
In Colombia means altered, brave, furious, very cheerful, euphoric, frantic.  You also call someone very animosious.  By
extension it is also used to designate someone who has sexual desire or who is looking for pendence.  , fight.

alebrestar
In Colombia it means disclosed, altered, irritated, excite you, aroused.  Let yourself be dominated by impulses.

alectomancia
It's making predictions trying to figure out what rooster song means.  Divination that is based on the songs of the rooster.

alegadera
It means sequence of allegations or sermons.  Verbal dispute, discussion.  Rant. 

alegato
It may be exposure, speech, or the document containing the arguments of a lawyer to try to convince the judge or jury,
on the conduct of his client.  Defence, statement, testimony, exhibition.  In Colombia it is used as a synonym for
discussion, disputed.

alegoría
It is a literary or rhetorical figure that represents a concept or idea through metaphorical or allusive images, generally, to
convey something different from what is expressed.  It gives relevance to the figurative sense, leaving aside the
denotative or literal sense. 

alegória
The correct term is allegory.  It means fanciful or fictitious representation of a spirit.  Physical or symbolic representation
of something abstract.  In rhetoric, it is give emphasis to speech with metaphors.  Representation.

alegórico
Which is relative to allegory, which belongs to allegory.  Emblematic, representative, symbolic, imaginary, figurative,
metaphorical.   Which is represented symbolically or figuratively. 



alegrarse
It is the action of feeling joy.   Alborozar is, enjoy, filled with joy, rejoice, dare, have fun.

alegrías
Plural of joy.  It means joy, joy, joy, joy, happy, joy.  In Cartagena and the Colombian coast is a candy that has crispetas
of corn, coconut and brown sugar.  It is very typical of San Basilio de Palenque.  Name of several Flamenco songs.  It is
also a Rioja meal in Spain: chilli, chile, or chili pepper.  Hot pepper.

alegrona
Fairly cheerful elderly woman.  party, jubilant, gozona, lively, fun, sensual.

alejandrar
Decorate a ring, bracelet, earring or chain (jewels) with alejandra stones.  They are pink Crystal stones.

alejandría
It means in honor of Alexander, dedicated to Alexander.  Name of an ancient Egyptian city, located in the Nile River
Delta. 

alekto
Alecto is also valid.  It was the name in Greek mythology of one of the three Erinyes.  She was the sister of Tissiphone
and Megera.  She was the daughter of Uranus and Gaia.  Name of an asteroid 465. 

alelí
You can also use wallflower.  It is the common name of several herbaceous plants: Erysimum cheiri, herbaceous plant
of European rocky soils, of the family Brassicaceae.  Matthiola incana and Matthiola fruticulosa are also European,
herbaceous and from the same family.  They also call the Italic gladiolus, Gladiolus italicus of the Crocoideae family, an
aleli.  The alleli flower is a campanulated flower.  They also call the garden violet or Viola odorata of the Violaceae family
alleli.  In Colombia we also call a shrub that has yellow flowers alhelí or alelí.  Cassia fistula of the family Fabaceae . 
Rain of gold. 

aleluya
It is an expression of jubilation and joy which is used in religious prayers and chants.  In ancient Hebrew means "Praise,
praise or praise Yahweh" (Lord, God).  Word that begin most of the Psalms.  Work of Frederick Handel.

alemania
It means land of the Germans or of the Germans, land of the Alamani (mestizo or mixed people, people of all men). 
Name of a Western European country whose capital is Berlin. 

alemannia
It means territory of the Germans.  Name of a European country whose capital is Berlin.  Name of a football team from
the city of Aachen.  Name of an asteroid ( 418 ) .  It has also been called Alamannia, Germania or Swabia. 

alepidoto
It is a term of Latin origin that means without scales or deescamado.  Naked-skinned, they are a class of fish belonging
to the family Chaenopsidae. 



alepos
It has become common to so call the Syrian emigrants, as they are hypothesized to flee Aleppo.

alerces
Larches are 13 species of the Pinaceae family trees belonging to the genus Larix.  These are also called Larices.  They
are large and slender trees with leaves aciculadas.  They are the dominant plants in the boreal forests of Siberia and
Canada.

alergólogo
It is the physician who has specialized in allergology i.e. the study, diagnosis and treatment of allergies. 

alero
Part of the roof roof that stands out in a building in order to drop the shade or rain away from the wall.  Alar.  Soccer
player who advances by the bands or the sides.  Basketball is a player who penetrates the rival field and scoring many
points.  Part of the roof that protrude from the front.  In Honduras it means friend, companion, friend.

alessandra
Italian version of Alexandra or Alejandra.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means the protector.  Alexandra and
Alejandra variants.  Alessandra is most commonly used in Italy and Brazil. 

alessandro
It is the Italian language variant of the name Alexander, which is of Greek origin and means the protector. 

aletargados
It means asleep, drowsy, narcotized.  They feel sleepy or kind of for some reason.  Affected by sopor.  They suffer from
lethargy.  Sleepy.  That calms or soothes. 

aleteos
It means rhythmic movements of the wings.  Short of bird flight.  Processions, wooing and flirting.

aletoso
In Colombia it means fighter, agitator, quarrelsome, bellicose, camorrero, conflictive. 

aleurona
It is the name of a reserve protein substance found in many seeds, especially cereal grains.  They are the granules that
originate the flours. 

alevín
It is the name given to newborn fish or young fish.  Small fish in age and size.  Fish larvae .  Fish used for the
repopulation of fish ponds.  Newborn offspring of fish.  Slightly larger are called dihedines. 

alevín alevino
They are terms used to refer to a small or newborn fish.  Small fish larva.



alevoso
In Colombia means aggressive, high,high rise, unfair, traitor, unfaithful.  Who acts with alevosía.

alexa
In Colombia she is one of the apocops of the woman's name Alexandra.  It is also a name of woman of Greek origin and
means the protector, the one I protect.  Moreover, it is also one of the common ways to call a skunk or skunk.  It is also
called yaguané , yaguré , chinga , bedgue .  It belongs to the Mephitidae family.  They are characterized by emitting a
nausebundo smell when feeling attacked.

alexander
It is a name of male origin Greek, variant in English of Alexander.  It means that he is the protector.  Variants: Alex,
Alexis, Alexei, Alessandro.

alexandra
The correct term is Alexandra ( 41 own name;.  It is a woman's name, of Greek origin and means the protective. 
Variant: Alejandra.  Male variants Alexander, Alejandro.  Alexandros in ancient Greek means protector.  Crystal
gemstone with pink tones, similar to the diamond.

alexandro
It is one of the variants of the male name Alexander, which is of Greek origin and which means the Protector.  It is used
in Portuguese and Spanish.  There is also the variant Alex Sandro. 

alexia
It can be a woman's name of Greek origin and means protector, the one who protects.  Variant of Alejandra, Alexandra
or Alexa.  Name of Barcelona Women's football player and whose full name is Alexia Putellas.  Name of an Italian
singer.  Her birth name is Alessia Aquilani.  In Medicine and Pathology is the inability to read due to a brain injury. 
Inability to understand what is read.  It can be partial or total.  Aphasia.  The name of a genus of plants in the family
Fabaceae.  Alexa is also used in this case. 

alexis
Alexis is incorrectly written and it should be written as Alexis ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Alexis ( 41 own name;.  It is a name usually used by men, but many in Colombia's name occurs in women.  It is a name
of Greek origin and means protector, the protector.

alexitimia
It is the inability to feel emotions or to be able to express them.  It is a neurological disorder suffered much more by men
than women.  Dysmbolism, interoceptive agnosia.

alf
He is an apocope in English by the name of male Alfred.  It is also the nickname of the character Gordon Shumway, in
the TV series "Alf, the Alien.  It can be taken as the English abbreviation for Alien Life Form or in Spanish for Fantastic
Far Love. 

alfa ocho
In Colombia it is the name of a traditional orchestra, which performs tropical dance music. 



alfabeto
It is an orderly system of graphic signs, which is used in the writings of many languages.  It is based on an approximate
correspondence of signs and sounds and phonemes.  The name is formed with the first two letters of the Greek alpha
and beta.  Alphabet, ABCs.  Lyrics. 

alfabeto
It is an orderly system of graphic signs, which is used in the writings of many languages.  It is based on an approximate
correspondence of signs and sounds and phonemes.  The name is formed with the first two letters of the Greek alpha
and beta.  Alphabet, ABCs.  Lyrics.  The word also means that a person can read and write in our language. 

alfafor
Alfafor or gingerbread are a few crackers with very sweet, prepared in Mexico especially important dates or celebrations.

alfalcino
It is one of the common names given to the bird's scientific name Tachymarptis melba, of the family Apodidae.  Another
name that is known is swift, Alpine swift.

alfalfas
Plants that serve as forage for livestock.  They are of the family Fabaceae and its scientific name Medicago sativa.  It is
practically cultivated worldwide.

alfalfilla
Diminutive of alfalfa.  Common name of a plant in the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as lupine, pussy, lupin, luramuz
or creamy.  It is a nitrogen-fixing plant in the soil and is also used as an ornamental. 

alfalfillo
It is one of the common names of a toxic herbaceous plant.  It is also called alfalfilla, chickpea, beans or devil's
chickpea.  Its scientific name is Astragalus lusitanicus .  belongs to the fabaceae family.

alfanje
It is like many other words in Spanish that start by to, is of Arab origin.  A sabre-like melee weapon, but bend.  It means
sword, sword, long, curved and sharp knife.  It is a little shorter than the sable, a little wider and curved.  Claymore,
upright, two-handed sword, machete, charrasca.

alfaquín
It is a word of Arab origin that means doctor, person who knows how to cure or treat diseases. 

alfaquís
Alphaqui Plural .  It is a word of Arab origin that designates an expert of fiqh or Arabic law or Islamic jurisprudencua. 
Doctor of Arab jurisprudence or doctor of the parabe law.   . 

alfaro
It is a term of Arabic origin that means the lighthouse, the watchtower, the one who sees or the one who orients.  It is a
surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of former Argentine footballer, called Gustavo Alfaro, current coach of the Ecuador
national team.  Name of a Spanish town that belongs to the Autonomous Community of La Rioja. 



alfeizar
Sill is the name given to the bottom of a window.  Outgoing or a window cornice.

alfelange
It is one of the common names of the herbaceous plant Ocimum basilicum from the family Lamiaceae.  It has other
names as alhabega, tulasi, tulsi, Basil and oregano.  The best known of all the common names is Basil.

alfeñique
Sweet thin and elongated shape, candy.  In Colombia alfandoque, sweet, candy, confite.  In colloquial way very skinny,
thin person.  Starving, skeletal, weak, WIMP, Gaunt, emaciated, squalid.

alferado
It is the person who sponsors or pays the costs of a party or religious event. Sponsor of the festivities. It is also the
name of the course for the Ensign. The Ensign grade.

alferena
It means teaches, pendant, pavilion, banner or flag that carries an ensign.  Gallardete, pennant, badge.

alféizar
This is the name that receives the bottom of a window.  Low part of a mocheta.

alfiler
It is a metallic nail very thin, the size and shape of a needle, but rather than eye or hole to thread, has a small head.  It is
used to turn the fabric temporarily, instead of sewing.  It is one of the most ancient inventions of mankind.

alfilerazo
It is in chuzon or prick with a PIN.  Shiv tailor is very often.

alfita
It was the name given in Ancient Greece to a flour that was obtained from the dare toast (wheat variety).

alfitofagia
It is the craving to eat flour.  Exaggerated passion for eating flour.

alfoja
alfoja is incorrectly written and should be written as "Saddlebag or saddlebags." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is saddlebag or saddlebags.  Leather bag used by the riders behind his mount to carry things.

alfolja
alfolja is incorrectly written and should be written as "Saddlebag or saddlebags." being its meaning:<br>The correct
word is Saddlebag. It is a sack usually of leather, closed at the ends, and with a central opening. Usually used behind
the chairs of riding. It is most used in the plural: saddlebags ( is a word of Arabic origin 41.



alfonsina
Alfonsina is incorrectly written and it should be written as Alfonsina ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Alfonsina ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Germanic origin woman and means Warrior prepared for battle,
woman willing to everything in the fight.  Male variant: Alfonso.

alfonsino
It means concerning or related to Alfonso.  A supporter of the King Alfonso and his sons, the Infantes de la Cerda, and
enemies of the Sanchistas (followers of Sancho IV).  Coin minted during the reign of Alfonso X of Castile, in the 13th
century.

alfonso
It is a male name of German origin and means always willing to fight.  In German it is Alfons.  Also in Colombia it exists
as a surname and is of Spanish origin.

alforjas
It is a sack usually of leather, closed at the ends, and with a central opening. Usually used behind the chairs of riding. It
is most used in the plural: saddlebags ( is a word Arabic oforigin ).

alforjero
In an estate or finance, especially in the stables, is the site where hang bags, usually next to where the tools and the
pretales are placed. A person who makes, arranges or saddlebags for sale.

alforría
It means freedom, emancipation, independence, agency.  Obtaining freedom from a slave.  Autonomy, liberation . 

alfóncigo
Alphonsigo can also be used.  It is one of the common names of a tree that belongs to the Anacardiaceae family and
whose fruits are pistachios.  It is also called pistachio.  Fruit of this same tree.  Its scientific name is Pistacia vera. 

alfreda
It is a name of Germanic origin woman and means friend of peace.  It is the female variant of Alfredo.  Another variant
Freda.  The name of a Catholic Saint, also known as Crowland Alfreda.  She was daughter of King Offa de Mercia or I
Offa of Mercia.

alfurus
One of the common names given to the babirusa or pig is wild deer in the Celebes Islands, Buru and in New Guinea.  Its
scientific name is Babirusa alfurus and belongs to the family Suidae.  Cardanus alfurus is also the scientific name of a
beetle that belongs to the family Lucanidae, which is also endemic to New Guinea.  The Alfures or Alfurus is the name of
one of the ethnic minority groups of the Papues peoples of New Guinea.

algalia
It is the name of a natural oily substance similar to musk and produced by vivirid animals such as the wildcat and the
civet, which is used in perfumery. 

algarabía



Colombia hullabaloo is synonymous with noise of voices screaming, pomp, bulla, bustle, shouting, uproar, commotion.

algaraza
It means bulla, bustle, revelry, pomp, algarada, joy, joy, joy, noise and screaming.

algarda
Relating to dawn, the scratch of the day, at dawn, at the beginning of the day.  Music that is interpreted at dawn or in the
morning, and in the open air, as part of a special event.  Morning musical.  Alborada.

algaria
It is also one of the common names of the Genet, also known as musk cat or Civet cat.  It is a mammal, carnivore, of
small, native to savannas African but introduced and animal present in the Iberian peninsula.  Its scientific name is
Genetta genetta and belongs to the family Viverridae.  In Arabic it means East, the East.

algario
It is the name that is designated a collection of algae, as well as a collection of plants called herbal.  It can be scientific
purposes or by simple pastime.  The Algario is a portal of Spaniards who have been dedicated to create, promote and
sell jewelry that are made completely with algae.

algarradas
It is the name of an ancient war machine that was used to throw stones at the enemy.  It was similar to a large
crossbow.   Catapult.

algarroba
One of the common names receiving tree's scientific name Prosopis is juliflora or Ceratonia Siliqua.  Of the family
Fabaceae.  It has other names common as garrover, garrobera, carob, carob, Mesquite, trupillo. A preparation called
Carob, which replaces the chocolate can be fruits.

algazara
In Colombia you mean droves, outrage, hubbub, bulla, revolt, disorder, chaos, confusion, mess, anarchy, riot, scandal,
get, rina, gazapera.

algáceo
It means related or produced with algae.  Coming from algae or seeming to algae.  Algae-based products for dieting. 
Protista, vegetaloide.  They are protists that look like plants.

algedonia
It is the name of a genus of moths belonging to the family Cambridae.  It is also called Anania.  In Systems and
Computing it is an internal message from the network to the brain or central system to inform that it is impossible to
solve a certain operation problem. 

algeiba
It is the name of a star, which is also known as Algieba, which in Arabic translates "the forehead".  It belongs to the
constellation Leo.  Other denominations are: Y Leonis , Y Leo , 41 Leonis or HIP 50583 .  It is also called in Latin Juba. 



algente
It means cold, icy, low temperature.  It is antonym of hot. 

algesia
It means condition in which pain is felt.  Sensitivity to pain.  Excessive sensitivity, hyperesthesia. 

algébrica
The correct term is algebraic.  It means belonging to algebra or that relates to it.  Making part of the mathematics that of
abstract structures, which clears equations.

algicide
It is a chemical to remove algae.  Algicide or Algaecide (comes from the Latin word Algae, which means seaweed).

alginato
It is a chemical extracted from algae and gel-like.  It has various industrial uses as a thickener ( creams, detergents, inks
) and in dentistry used to make dental impressions.  Salts extracted from algae.

algodonar
It means filled with cotton.  Cover with cotton or clean with cotton.

algodoncillo
The milkweed is a small plant in the family Apocynaceae, also received the common name of asclepia.  It is found from
Canada to Colombia.

algodonoso
It means that it has the appearance of cotton.  It has long, white and soft fibers.  Soft to the touch. 

algol
It is the name of a star that is also known as Beta per or Beta Persei.  It belongs to the constellation Perseus.  In
Indormatics is the name of a programming language that corresponds to Algorithmit Languaje (Algorithmic language). 
In Arabic it means demonic star.  In Perseus it corresponds to the eye of the Gorgon Medusa. 

algonquino
Member of a native Canadian group (the Algonquinos), who were the first inhabitants of what is now new York State. 
They are considered Algonquinos almost all ancestral tribes of North America (odawa and ojibwe, or anishinaabe,
believe, kikapu, black feet and innu).  It is also Algonquino the language spoken by these indigenous people.  They are
currently in reserves of the Virginia States and in the Province of Quebec in Canada.  The word means our ally.

algorab
It is a word of Arabic origin, meaning the crow.  In astronomy it is the name of a binary star in the constellation The
Raven (Corvus). 

algorada
The correct term is alborada.  It is the period prior to the Sunrise, in which the sky clears up and the darkness of the



night disappears.  Dawn, dawn, aurora.  In Colombia is a musical retreat with bands and morning powder that announce
the start of festivities in a village.

algosa
It means that it has algae, that it has algae.  Full of algae. 

alguacil
It is synonym of jailer.  A person who works in justice as notifier.  Key figure in bullfighting.

alguacilillo
Without people who initiate the paseíllo before bullfights.  Attend training head, mounted on horseback, before gangs of
bullfighters and picks.  They are the keys to toril by the President of the Bullfight, which begin to lead, serve as
communicators between the Presidency and the other participants of the run and are responsible for delivering the
trophies.  Diminutive of Sheriff.  Alguacilillo is also a type of spider, short-legged, grey or ash and some stains on the
back.  Judicial employee.

alguidos
The correct term is crucial.  It means important, relevant, crucial, essential, culminating, critical.  It means the most
important, of the utmost interest.  It also means that it is very cold or frozen.

alhabega
It is one of the common names given in Murcia and the province of Alicante to basil.  is an aromatic plant of the family
Lamiaceae.  Its scientific name is Ocimum basilicum.  It is also called basyl or white basil.  It has some uses as an
insecticide given its moderate toxicity caused by the contents of estragole. 

alhaja
It means jewel, ornament, brooch, dressing, medal, ring, gemstone.

alhajas
It is another word in the Spanish language of Arabic origin.  It means jewelry, decorations, medals, dressings and
brooches.

alhamar
Hispanicization of Al - Ahmar, one of the nicknames of the first King of Granada, called Muhammad I, founder of the
Nasrid dynasty.  In Arabic means "son of red" (Ibn Al - Ahmar).  They referred to the color of the beard.

alhambra
It is a word of Arab origin that means red castle, red palace or red house.  Name given to the palace in Granada.  Beer
Brand in Spain .  It is also named after cities in the United States of California and Illinois.  Name of a Spanish
municipality in Ciudad Real .  Name of Palaces or Important Buildings in Santiago de Chile, Quito and Algiers.  Name of
a neighborhood of Bogota.  Name given to an Andalusian Palatine city in Granada, Spain. 

alhanía
It means room or room for sleeping.  Bedroom, bedroom, bedroom.



alhargama
Alharma.  It is one of the common names of the Syria Ruda, of harmala Pegarum of the Nitrariaceae family scientific
name.  The gamarza, a red dye is extracted from it.  It also has medicinal use as a laxative.  It is also commonly called
venenera, estacarracin, gamarsa, gamarza, harmaga, matarrocin.  It is used also to cure or as against the evil eye.

alheli
It is the common name of several plantasherbaceass: Erysimum cheiri, herbaceous plant of European Rocky soils of the
Brassicaceae family.  Matthiola incana and Matthiola fruticulosa also European, herbaceous and from the same family. 
Also say you wallflower to italic gladiolus, Gladiolus italicus of Crocoideae family.  The wallflower flower is a flower
acampanulada.  Also say you wallflower to violet garden or Viola odorata in the Violaceae family.  Colombia also we say
you wallflower or aleli to a Bush that has yellow flowers.  Cassia fistula of the family Fabaceae.  Rain of gold.

alheñar
Alheñar is chopping wood or gather dry branches to make bonfires.  Henna is a very abundant shrub, which dries very
easily.  Prepare yescas to light fire.

alhorma
It is a fortress, presidio, or Dungeon, used by the Moors.  Site protected by the guard.

alhorre
It means small child's excrement.  Baby poop. 

alhuaste
In El Salvador is the name of a spice powder or seasoning.  made of ground ayote seeds.  It is also called ahuashte or
aiguashte.  It's a staple ingredient for the minutes.  It is also used in Honduras.

alhucema
It is one of the common names of a sufruticosa plant and the locíón or perfume that is extracted from it.  It is also called
lavender, lavender or cantueso.  It belongs to the genus Lavandula and the family Lamiaceae.  There are about 62
species.  The word is of Arabic origin.  It has purple and lilac flowers. 

alhué
It is a word of Mapuche origin, it means spirit of the dead, soul.  Name of a Chilean locality, in the Metropolitan Area of
Santiago. 

alias
In Colombia is the nickname, remoquete or nickname of an offender.  Name play of a guerrilla, different from the
original, name of war or combat, pseudonym.  Alias is the name of a television series in the United States, with Jennifer
Gardner chain ABC.

alibamus
People or individuals who belong to the Alibamu tribe, Alabama or Albaamaha.  They live in the southwestern region of
the United States.  they speak a language of the Kuskogean family, called Alabama or Albaamaha. 

alibi



It means alibi, excuse, argument, proof.  It is a term used in law.  It also dignifies apology, excuse, justification pretext. 

alicaidos
It is a colloquial term used to designate a person saddened, overwhelmed, convicted by some disastrous event in
Colombia. Depressed, discouraged, discouraged, sad, declined, awkwardly.

alicaído
In Colombia means discouraged, demoralized, dismayed, distressed, overwhelmed, sad.  Colloquially we say appeased,
compunged.

alicatar
It is the same as plywood, embaldosinar or tile.  It is the activity of placing you plate or cover with tile a floor or a wall.  It
is a term of Arabic origin.

aliciente
It means stimulus, stimulus, attractive, incentive and mood.

alicorándose
You mean getting drunk, getting drunk.

alicrejo
Liquor, drink of brandy.  It's also a way of calling an old, skinny horse.  This term is thus used in Central America. 

alien
It is a word in the English language that means alien.  Extraterrestrial.

alien
It means it came from outer space.  Be alive from another planet.  Alien, alien.  Name of a 1979 fictional horror film.  It is
a Latin word.

alienado
It means disturbed, crazy, crazy, unbalanced, disturbed, foolish, demented, deciquily.  The term is used in many
disciplines and can have very different meanings.  You have lost your sanity, will or reason.  Its origin in Latin means
distant, distant, private, distanced, secluded.  In Philosophy is a person who lives outside his will and who belongs to
another, who lives for another.  It is very similar this concept to the religious, which means abandoned to God, who
accepts The will of God.  For Marxists, he is a person who has been brainwashed and has changed his way of thinking. 
Distanced or de-away from wealth, technology.  In Psychology is the person who has lost his own identity.  In Medicine,
it is a mentally disturbed or an intellectual disorder, either temporary or permanent.

alienígena
It means that it is a being originating from a planet other than Earth.  Alien, alien. 

alifafes
The correct term is pliers or pliers.  It is a type of small metal manual tool, which is used to press small parts, hold or



mold them.  The word is of Arabic origin and means tong(s). 

aligatóridos
It is the traditional way to appoint saurian reptiles of the family Alligatoridae, which includes alligators, caimans, alligators
and caimans.  They are American species.  It has 4 recognized genera: Alligator, Caiman, Melanosuchus and Cuvier
dwarf.  They belong to the order Crocodillia which is crocodilians in English or Spanish.

aligner
It means aligner, accommodator.  Ordering, aligning, or arranging. 

aligot
Aligot, Aligoté or Aligoté is a variety of white wine grape from Burgundy and is used to make white wines.  This strain is
also known with the names of Blanc de Troyes, Vert Blanc, Chaudenet Gris and gray Plant.

aligote
It is one of the common name of a fish marine, that also called sea bream, pancho or weevil.  Its scientific name is
Pagellus acarne and the family Sparidae.  It also says Pagel, Pandora or breque.

alijador
Person who helps download a boat or ship.  Bracero, unloader, palletizer, cotero.

alijar
It is the Act of preparing the stash.  Ready meals to take on a trip.  Enlist the Bastimentos.  Also told contraband
smuggling or transported goods without license or illegally.  Download a ship or boat.  Lighten load.  Transhipped.

alijo
In Colombia it means smuggling, matute, illegal goods.  Saved, drug.  Goods confiscated, seized.  Inflection of
lightening, impair or decrease a load.

alileno
The Alileno is a hydride of carbon or carbide hydrogen extracted from garlic.  40 garlic extract; Allium sativum ) the
Allium genus and the family Amaryllidaceae.

alimaña
It is synonymous with bug, animalejo, vermin.  It is all annoying and fastidious, generally small and sometimes harmful
animal.  It may be insect, reptile, or frog.

alimoche
In Zoology it is one of the common names of a scavenger bird.  It is also called guirre, Egyptian vulture, abanto.  Its
scientific name is Neophron percnopterusy belongs to the family Accipitridae.  In Egyptology it is one of the most
frequent hieroglyphs. 

alin
In Mexico is the trade name of a drug sold injectable or pills its generic name is dexamethasone.  In Colombia it is



known as Alfalyl.  It is used to supply hormones that naturally produce the adrenal glands and for treatment of brain
tumors, cranioencephalic traumas, or bacterial meningitis.

alinchay
alinchay is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Allinchay or Allichay" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Allichay or Allinchay. In Quechua language means compose, arrange, order.

alineado
It means you're online or in line.  Also in Colombia it means that it is prepared or has been prepared to act or say
something that suits.  Link.  It's an inflection to align.  It means sharpening, straightening, sorting, rectifying.

aliñado
In Colombia it means very demanding and also very arranged, composed, fine, exaggerated in the locker room, refined. 
Also in culinary, very seasoned, seasoned, marinated, seasoned, grooming.  Decorated.

aliñar
In Colombia it means spice, seasoning, garnish.  It also means arrange, adorn, decorate.

alipori
It means turmoe of the mood or shame of others.  Displeased by something someone who says or does someone else. 
Discomfort, annoyance.  The word is not from the Spanish language, but from Italian. 

alipús
In Mexico it means liquor, alcohol, intoxicating drink.

alirio
It is a male name of a Man of Latin origin.  It is relative to the flower of lis and means pure, clean.

alirón
It is an expression that reflects a lot of excitement, joy, fun, celebration and is used in several regions of Spain.

alisio
It is a gentle, constant wind of the torrid zone and flowing toward the Ecuador.  In Colombia, it blows from northeast to
Southwest.

alisivo
The correct term is allusive.  It means, referred, pertaining, insinuativo, reluctant.

alismatáceas
It is the muteness of the Alismataceae scientific name, which is the name of a family of aquatic monocot plants.

aliso
It is the name of a tree whose scientific name is Alnus acuminata or Alnus jorullensis.  Receives other names such as



Chaquiro, fresno.  It belongs to the family Betulaceae.  It is native to Central America and Colombia.  It is distributed
among the 1. 700 and 3. 000 metres of height.

alisos
Alder Plural .  Name of many trees of the family Betulaceae .  In fact, there are several species that are known by that
name, those belonging to the genus Alnus.  There are approximately 30 species and are distributed all over the world. 
Trees of the genus Alnus of the family Betulaceae .  In South America are the species Alnus acuminata and Alnus
jorullensis and in Europe, basically the Alnus glutinosa.

alistao
In Colombia it means ready, dress, fixed.  It is a colloquial way of speaking, it is more appropriate to say enlisted.  It
means coping, compose yourself, dress appropriately for exit.  It also means having lists or stripes.  Striped.

alivios
Plural of relief.  Inflection of relieve.  Improvement of a disease, receive support or help to lighten a burden.  It means
calm, mitigation, mitigation, mitigating, ease the burden, ease, comfort, recovery, healing, recess, support.

alizo
Alizo, thus with z, means guardaescoba, the lower part of a wall frieze, covered porcelain.  Cavallino.  If you ask for
Alder (with s), it is an inflection of smoothing.  It means steam, Ironing Board.  There is also a forest of Alders (Alnus
jorullensis), is a tree in the family Betulaceae.

alí
It is a male name of Arabic origin.  It is also sometimes used by women.  It means sublime.  In some cases it is also
surname.  Name of Muhammad's cousin and son-in-law.  His full name was Ali Ibn Abi Talib.  Surname adopted after his
conversion to Islam from Cassius Marcellus Clay.  who adopted the name Muhammad Ali or Mohamed Ali?? .   . 

aljez
It's a word of Arab origin.  You mean plaster.  Gypsum mineral, Hydrated Calcium Sulfate. 

aljezar
It means plastering, placing plaster, covering with plaster.  It's a word of Arab origin. 

aljofifa
It is a way of calling the trapero or trapeadora.  MOP, MOP, MOP.  Element of toilet to wash and clean the floor.

aljofifar
It means mopping, cleaning the floor with the aljofifa, algofifa, mop or trapper. 

aljuba
It is a word of Arabic origin.  A tight-fitting garment that covers a person's trunk (torso).  Blouse, nightgown. 
Augmentative of juba .  Mesh that protected the torso of the riders or knights.  Juba , jubon . 

alkeste



Character of Greek Mythology.  it was also called Alcestis, Alcestes or Alceste.  It was the name of a daughter of the
king of Yolco (Pelias), and Anaxibia.  She was the wife of Admetus and the mother of Eumelo and Aspasia.  Name of an
Opera with music by Christoph Willibald Gluck and libretto in Italian by Ranieri de Calzabigi.  Name of an asteroid ( 124 )

alkmene
Alkmene or Alcmena was the name of heracles' mother or Hercules and her middle heman Ificles.  According to Greek
mythology she was a mortal woman and her name means "the power of the moon".  Her husband was Host.  Alkmene
was the daughter of King Electron of Mycenae and Anaxo (or Anasaso).  It's also the name of an asteroid. 

all you need is love
It is a phrase in the English language. All you need is love means " All you need is love ".

allalantota
It means there very far in the distance.  Lontananza.

allallero
Person all-seeing far or difficult, for him everything is there, everything is impossible. Pessimistic. Confused much with
plaintive, ayayero, that he is the person who by friendship, opportunism, interest or obligation, defends, applaud, cheer
or flatters other publicly. In Colombia and Venezuela is the person of a choir that shouting as others sing the chorus of a
stanza.

allantoso
In the Dominican Republic means smug, smug, vain, believed.

allegado
It means related person, who has ties of friendship, familiarity and affection.  Parent, family, friend, suffering, mourner. 
Means by which is closeness, proximity.  A friend is someone who is known and is appreciation.

alleghany
It is the name of two counties in the United States.  : one in Virginia and one in North Carolina.  Name of a city in the
State of California.  Name designated in honor to some Allegheny Mountains which are part of the Appalachian
mountain range, between the States of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia.   (Why it lends itself to confusion with the
other three counties which are called Allegheny in the States of Maryland, New York and Pennsylvania).  .

alleghenia
It means in honor of Allegheny.  Name of an asteroid 457.   Previously and provisionally it was called 1900 FJ. 
Allegheny is the name of some mountains that are part of the Appalachian Mountains, in territories of Canada and the
United States.  Allegheny is also the name of a county in the U.S. state of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and New York, and
the name of an astronomical observatory in the same region. 

allende
Former Chilean President killed by Pinochet's last name.  It is an adverb of place which means beyond, on the other
side, there is something very extensive.  It is synonymous with of also, also, also, also.



allenista
It means follower, defender or admirer of Allen.  It usually refers to Heywood "Woody" Allen, the filmmaker.  In botany it
means dedicated to Allen, a naturalist named Paul Hamilton Allen who devoted many of his studies to orchids or to
Caroline Kathryn Allen who dedicated his studies to the genera Ocotea, Nectandra and Pleurothyrium.  He studied much
the family Lauraceae.  It can also mean relative to Allen, which is the name of many cities in the United States and one
in Argentina.  In the United States there are at least 10 cities called Allen.  It can be considered a form of gentilic as
allense or allenite . 

alligator
It's an English word meaning alligator.  is the name of a genus of reptiles, known as alligators or alligators.  belong to the
Alligatoridae family.  In the United States, Alligator is the name of a town in the State of Mississippi.

allinta wuiñamun
allinta wuinamun is incorrectly written and should be written as "Allinta wuinapuy" being its meaning:<br>They are words
of the quechua language. The correct term is Allin wuinapuy or Allinta wuinapuy, though sometimes they say Allinta
wuinamun. It means good growth of the plants being grown. Good crop development. Good harvest, good production.

allodesmus
It means the same as another.  It is the name of a genus of seals very similar to the current ones that lived in the
Miocene.

alloptox
It means ancestor of rabbits.  It is a genus of extinct mammals that lived in the Miocene.  They are considered the
ancestors of rabbits, hares and pikas.

allumette
Allumette is the story of an orphan girl who lives in a fantastic city in the clouds.

alma
Spiritual part of being.  Anima or intangible part of the being.  Essence, soul, spirit, breath, breath and substance.  Vital
or important part of an event.  Feeling.

almadias
Plural of almadía.  In the Province of Navarra, in Spain, it is a raft made of wooden logs.  It is also called rai in Catalonia
and Nabata in Aragon.   Interlaced wooden logs transported by water flotation.

almadía
It's a way to call a raft made with wooden logs.  Rudimentary boat made with logs. 

almadraba
It is a type of mesh or net that is used to catch fish.  Fishing net.  Nasa, rigging, train, redaya, jabega, atarraya.

almadraque
The most accepted meaning is bed. bedding.  Furniture for sleep and rest.  Thalamus, litter, litter.



almaenpena
The correct expression is Banshee (separated).  It means ghost, soul, spirit.  It is also the name of several songs: a
tango interpreted by Ángel Vargas, a vallenato played by Romualdo Brito, a Chilean song performed by Mon Laferté and
ballad performed by Lucía Mendez).

almagra
It means red earth.  In Geology and Edafology, Oxisol.  Soil type, where iron oxide abounds.  In Edafology very old red
soils.  Almagre.  It's a word of Arabic origin.

almagre
It means red earth, reddish soil.  Soils rich in Iron Oxide, which give red to the ground.  Oxysol .  It can also mean signal,
mark, footprint, sign. 

almagro
Almagro is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a municipality in Matanzas province in Cuba.  It is a
municipality and a town in the province of Ciudad Real, in Spain.  It is the name of a Peruvian city in the province of
Chincha.  It is the name of a municipality in the Philippines province of Samar.  Diego de Almagro was a Spanish
conquistador of the Peru.   Name of districts in Madrid and Buenos Aires.

almajo
It is one of the common names given to a plant that grows in saline soils.  It is also called turra, barrilla, turra.  It is
usually toxic to livestock, due to its high content of solanine and oxalic acid.  Its scientific name is Salsola kali and
belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  It was used to make soap. 

almar
ALMar is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Almar; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>ALMar is the
name of a sports centre in Bogotá and a chain of hotels in Colombia.

almartaga
Type of head or brake for horses and livestock.   It is a word of Arabic origin meaning lead foam.  It was in Chemistry, a
Lead Oxide.  It was also called in the Middle Ages litargirio or litargirium.  It was later called masicot (yellow pigment that
originated the word mazacote).  Other names you have received are masicotita or masicolite

almazara
It means press.  It is the place where olives or olives are ground to obtain the oil.  The word is of Arabic origin.  Squeeze
olives or olive fruits.  Press die, steamroller, compressor.

almazarero
Person who is dedicated to crushing olives or acitunas in a lamazara.  Press, presser.  Who crushes olives or olives to
obtain oil.

almácigas
Seedbeds or seedlings in forestry terms are the sites where occurs the sprouting of seeds of a nursery.  Seedlings,
germinador. Resin and common name of the plant ( Bush ) scientific name Pistacia lentiscus, the common names of
mastic, entina or kills charneca.  It belongs to the Anacardiaceae family.  It is also a town of Anaga in Santa Cruz de
Tenerife. In Colombia, we also use the word to describe a montonera, crowd or tumult.



almácigo
It is one of the common names receiving the Bursera simaruba, tree in the Burseraceae family.    also known in
Colombia with the names of naked Indian, limbo, gumbo limbo, milato, mulato, chaka, I naked.  In Colombia, it also
means seedlings and also receives the names of mastic or sprouter.  In Europe also tell containerized shrub Pistacia
lentiscus of the Anacardiaceae family, which receives other names such as mastic, Mata Charneca, Llentiscle or Entina.
 In Colombia, and especially in the coffee region nursery is a phase of the coffee cultivation, in which the Lejeune ( 41
plants; they are transplanted to a bag of dirt, for their initial development.  Chapola or coffee Plantic, pocketed.

almea
It's a word of Arab origin.  It means woman who dances and sings verses in public.  Dancer.  It's also a way to call a
smelly balm, fragrance, perfume. 

almedina
It is the name of a Spanish town in the Comarca de Campo Montiel in Castilla-La Mancha.  It belongs to the Province of
Ciudad Real.

almejada
It is a word of Portuguese language which means sought, desired or expected. In Spanish is a meal prepared with
clams.

almena
It's a word of Arab origin.  Name of the prisms that adorned the upper parts of the walls of the fortifications, which served
to be guarded from enemy attacks.  Construction that protrudes from a wall and has defensive uses. 

almenara
Gate of a ditch or dam.  A channel that collects excess water from a ditch and transports it to a river. 

almendra
Bone of some fruits at drupa.  Seed.  Walnut or inside of a leathery fruit.  In Colombia be almond means naked, without
clothing.  Fruit of the almond tree.   Surname of a Chilean footballer, named Patrick Antonio almond Cifuentes founded
his own football school.  Name of an Argentine rock band, led by "El Flaco" Luis Alberto Spinetta.  Almond is the name
of a Spanish municipality in the province of Salamanca.  Sometimes it is even used as a female name.

almendrada
It means it looks like an almond.  It may refer to form or taste.  It may also refer to the shade of almond color.

almendrillo
It is a tree of Tropical America which is also known as tonka, tagua bean, tonka, cumaruna, cumaru, cumbaru.  Its
scientific name is Dipterys odorata and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  The fruits have a pleasant smell similar to the
bald, cinnamon or almonds.  Inclusive is often used in perfumery as a substitute for vanilla.

almendrón
It is a tree whose scientific name is Terminalia catappa and belongs to the family Combretaceae.  It produces about 5 to
7 cm large almonds.  They also say almond of malabar, false kamani.  Augmentative of almond.  The almendron leaves
are used as fodder and it has medicinal uses in fish farming.  In Colombia used much as shady avenues.



almeria
It is the name of a city, a municipality and a province in Spain.  belongs to the autonomous community of Andalusia. 
Name of the football team that represents that city. 

almería
It is a word of Arabic origin.  It means watchtower or watchtower.  It is the name of a city, a municipality and a province
of Spain.  Name of a football team from that region that plays in the Second Division (Unión Deportiva Almería).  Name
of an asteroid ( 5879 ) .  Name of a municipality in the Philippines, in the Province of Bilirán. 

almete
It is a type of helmet, quite resistant that protects the head.  Helmet, helmet, foreman.  Metal helmet. 

almibarar
It means adding sweet to any food.  Increase the proportion of sugar or candy to any beverage or food.  Sweeten,
sweeten, sugar, syrup, sweeten.  It can also mean calming, softening, appease. 

almidana
It is a word of Arabic origin that means square, field.  Track for horses, racetrack.  Riding or equestrian field.  It is also a
surname of Arabic origin.  Name also the Maiden or Duchess of Sapha, daughter of the King of Thrace, called
Strellamor.  She was the granddaughter of the Alquerina, the Duchess of Candaria.  They are characters from the
anonymous Book of Cavalry Philesbián de Candaria.

almidon
The correct term is starch, with tilde.  It is a glue home made from cassava mixed with water.  In Colombia we also say
paste.  Starch is a carbohydrate that is found in most of tubers and vegetables.

almidón
In Colombia it is the name of a homemade glue that is made with cassava flour.  We also call it thick.  Starch.  Generally
speaking, a starch is a carbohydrate, present in most plants and is essentially an energy reserve of them.  Mixture of
water and cassava flour that is used to harden shirt collars in the ironing.

almijar
It is a word of Morísque origin and means deposit, cellar, cava, barn.  Silo for grapes.

almilla
Type of garment very ajuatado.  Adjusted Juboon .  Strip of meat that is taken from the breast of the piglet .  Type of gun
shirt or juboon class.  Tight shirt . 

alminar
It is the name given to the towers or domes of mosques.  Yamur, minaret or viewpoint.

almiquí
It is the common name given in Cuba to a small insectivorous placental mammal native to the Antilles.  It's similar to a
small mole.  It is also called a solenodon.  It belongs to the genus Solenodon and the family Solenodontidae.  They are
of the Order Eulipotyphla. 



almirantas
High-ranking women in the Naval Force. 

almíbar
It means sweet.  Sugar dissolved in water.  Sweet syrup that is obtained by dissolving sugar, sweet or honey in hot
water and that is used in confectionery. 

almodóvar
It means fortified square.  It is a term of Arabic origin.  It also means the round, redondel.  Name of a village in Portugal
in the District of Beja.  Name of a Spanish river in the Province of Cádiz.  There are several localities in Spain, with
compound names such as Almodóvar del Río in Córdoba, Almodóvar del Campo in Ciudad Real and Almodóvar del
Pinar in Cuenca.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of famous Spanish filmmakers, called Pedro
Almodóvar and Agustín Almodóvar. 

almodrote
It is the name of a sauce of Arabic origin (Sephardic), very simple to prepare.  It was made with grated cheese, garlic
and oil.  It used to be added to cooked food and meat.  He was also called in the moretum antiquity.  Creamy dressing
widely used in the seventeenth century.  It is currently very popular in Spanish cuisine.  and especially Valencian.  it is
prepared mostly with vegetables such as spinach or vegetables such as pumpkin or eggplant.  It is consumed a lot in
the Pesah (Jewish Passover). 

almofar
It is an extension of a helmet, as a mesh or flexible curtain helps protect the neck of a Knight in armor.

almogrote
It is a mojo or sauce typical of the Canary Islands.  It is prepared with anejo cheese (typical of La Gomera), olive oil,
garlic and spicy.  Cured goat cheese should be finely grated. 

almohada
Soft cloth bag and fluffy filling, usually rectangular in shape, where the head is supported for sleeping.  It is also usually
called header or faceruelo.  The word of Arabic origin means cushion, cushion. 

almohadilla
Bultillo of fluffy fabric that fits over a dish to moisten with ink and to inking stamps. Sachet filled with fabric that is used to
clear the Board or chalkboard chalk. Small pillow to cushion sore arm or leg.  Bearing.

almohadón
For the Colombian people a cushion is a large pillow.  It is widely used this word for us.  Pad used to support the head
when sleeping.

almoloya
Almoloya is incorrectly written, and should be written as Almoloya (proper name).  being its meaning: the correct term is
Almoloya (is his own name).  In language Nahuatl meaning place where well water.  It is the name of a Mexican town in
the State of Hidalgo.  It is also a Villa (Almoloya de Juárez) in the State of Mexico.  The Almoloya is also the name of an
archaeological site in the municipality of specification, Murcia, Spain.



almops
It was the name of a giant of Greek Mythology, brother of Pawn.  He was the son of the god Poseidon and the nymph
Hele. 

almoraduz
It is a herbaceous plant that is used as a condiment.  Known by other names such as Gingermint, marjoram or thyme. 
Its scientific name is Thymus mastichina and is the family Lamiaceae.

almorrana
It is the same as hemorrhoids.  In medicine they are the irritated veins of the anus or in the lower part of the rectum. 

almorrón
It is the same as a horse.  It is a small spine of earth that is used to conduct water for irrigation, through canals or
ditches. 

almorta
It is one of the common names of a plant in the Fabaceae family.  it is a legume and in some cases considered a weed. 
Its scientific name is Lathyrus aphaca.  It is also called yellow pea or afafa. 

almudes
Almudes is the plural of bushel. It is a word of Arabic origin and refers to a measure already in disuse, in agriculture,
used for measuring land or crops. Their equivalence as a surface was very questionable because used ergonomic
measures that could change as that measured ( elbows, steps, etc.  ). Usually it is assumed that a bushel amounted to
half fanegada, or equals a bushel. It was something about as well as between 3200 and 3500 square meters. As antique
surveying, less than an acre.

almuerzo
In most cultures it is the name given to the second large meal after breakfast.  It is usually taken between 12 in the day
and 3 in the afternoon and is usually the most abundant of the day.  Food taken at noon.  The word is of Arabic origin
and means when biting or for a bite. 

almunia
It is a word of Arabic origin and means orchard, farm, crop.  It can also mean fifth or recreational estate.  In Spain, it is
the name of several localities in Huesca, Toledo and Zaragoza and is also a surname of Moorish origin.  Surname of a
former Spanish football player, named Manuel Almunia and played as a goalkeeper. 

almuñequero
It means that he is a native of Almuñécar a Spanish town in the Province of Granada.  The Sexitano Gentile (the ancient
Latin name of the population was Sexi) is also used. 

almuza
It is the name of a Spanish Archaeological Center in the Autonomous Community of Navarra.  Ceramic remains from the
Bronze Age were found.  Name of a Hermitage of Our Lady, in Sesma (Navarra).

almú



almu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Almu or bushel" being its meaning:<br>Almu or bushel, is a
measure of surface which is equivalent to average ( 1/2 ) fanegada and three almudes are one hectare.  Measurement
of surface which is equivalent to one-third 1/3; 40 ) hectare.  It is also the name of a measure of weight for grains and is
equivalent to 1500 grams or kg and average ( three pounds 41.

alnafe
It is a small oven or portable brazier and made of clay.  Portable clay stove.  The term is of Arabic origin.  Stove, brazier.

alnea
Is a musical group Italian, Turin, founded by Riccardo Strano.Alnea in 2012, it is also the name of a famous Hotel in
Cannes ( 41 France;

aloburo
It is the name of an Ecuadorian town located in the Province of Imbabura and belongs to the Canton of Ibarra.

aloctonista
In Anthropology it is a theory that says that the American man had origins in other continents and that the development
of their cultures is due to external influences (from other non-native cultures).  It was proposed by peruvian
archaeologist Federico Kauffman Doig.  Other proponents of this theory were Alex Hrdlicka and Paul Rivet.  It suggests
origins in Asia and Oceania and is also called Multiple Origin Theory. 

alodial
It is a type of good free loads or garments.  It has the quality of allodium or is a property of absolute or unrestricted
property. 

alodinia
It is an abnormality of the nervous system and consists of not properly perceiving a pain.  Abnormality in the way you
feel the pains. 

alodio
It is a type of property ownership regime in which the owner exercises absolute control over the property.  It means free
of loads, dependencies or garments.  estate. 

aloes
LOA aloes are trees as Alberto García says.  Plants belonging to the genus Aloe.  The aloes are fleshy herbaceous
plants ( succulent ) the family of Aloe Vera.  Its scientific name is Aloe vera, belongs to the family Asphodelaceae. 
Currently is a plant of its multiple uses in medicine, beauty fashion and diets.  Organically, aloes.

aloha
It is a very common form of greeting and farewell in Hawaii.  It means hello or goodbye or also affection, love, good.  It is
an indicator of respect and friendship.  Name of a song by Maluma. 

alojarse
It is the action of search or get accommodation, lodging.  Get or find where to spend the night.



alondra
It is one of the common names of a very distributed Songbird.  Its scientific name is Alauda arvensis.  It belongs to the
family Alaudidae.  It is the Mockingbird family.  It is also used as a woman's name, of Spanish origin and means as
melodious as a lark.

alondra calandria
Lark, Calandria, are two common names given to a bird.  They are also called offices, crested larks, Mockingbirds or
cenzontles.  They may belong to the family Mimidae (Mimus saturninus, the American Mockingbird) or Alaudidae
(Melanocorypha calandra, the European common Mockingbird).  They are large imitadoras at the edge of the other
birds.

alondras
It is the plural of Lark. It is one of the common names of a very distributed Songbird.  Its scientific name is Alauda
arvensis.  It belongs to the family Alaudidae.  It is the Mockingbird family.  Women singing in a melodious way.  In
Colombia is the name of a female Duet that plays popular music. It is also used as a woman's name, of Spanish origin
and means melodious like a bird.

alongado
It means elongated, stretched, prolonged.  Which is long.  It has an elongated shape.

alongamiento
It can mean extend, elongation extension, stretching.  Give greater extension or length to something.  You can refer to a
period of time. 

alongar
It means lengthen, stretch, make longer.  It can also mean extending, prolonging, extending, lengthening, in the sense of
giving greater extension, so it can also refer to a period of time. 

alopatrica
The correct term is alopátrica (or also Alopátrida), in both cases with tilde.  It is a term used in biology and ecology.  It
refers to the differentiation in the evolution of two populations of the same species, which by natural barriers are isolated
and over time form two different species according to the ecosystem in which each one lives.  It can be due to the
continental drift or to the generation of very high mountain systems.  In short it is a geographical isolation.

alopecia
Hair loss or lack .  Baldness.  Premature hair loss. 

alopecico
The correct term is alopecico, with tilde.  It means that you have alopecia.  Lacking hair, bald, pelon, glabrous.

alopécico
It means that you have alopecia.  Lacking hair, bald, pelon, glabrous.

aloque
It is a color that corresponds to a shade of light red.  It is also the name given to a combination of red and white wines,



which gives the liquor a shade of light red. 

alost
It is the name in Spanish and French in the Belgian town of Aalst, which is handy to Brussels.

alotones
The correct term is aletones.  It is a training or adaptation that acquire the bases of the trunks of very tall trees that are
planted in shallow soils and where there is a risk of tipping by the intensity of the winds.  Roots compressed laterally. 
Stilts, roots fúlcreas or on stilts.

alotrofago
alotrofago is incorrectly written and should be written as "Alotrofago ( with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Alotrofago.  It means eating things that do not feed.  Eat or feed on things without nutrients, junk food.

alotrora
alotrora is incorrectly written and should be written as "to the formerly" being its meaning:<br>It means in another time or
another season.

alpabardo
It can mean in Spain stunned, battered, dumb, simple.  It is used as the gentile of those born in Santa Colomba de
Sanabria, in the Province of Zamora, in Spain.  It is also one of the common names of a very elongated and thin body
marine fish.  It is also called sauro, paparda, alcrique.  Its scientific name is Scomberesox saurus and belongs to the
family Scomberesocidae. 

alpargata
It is a type of very traditional and typical footwear in Colombia.  Usually made with canvas and woven sisal.  We also say
alpargate or quotes.  It is a shoe of moorings, used on holidays or dances.

alpatraza
It was an iron mesh that protected the collar of gentlemen.  It was part of the armor.  Hood and sleeves made of iron
mesh that protected from sword wounds.

alperchín
Thick, fetid and dark liquid released by somewhat past olives (usually when stacked before grinding).  Alpechín is also
used. 

alphadon
It means first tooth.  It was the name of an extinct marsupial who lived in the Late Cretaceous, in North America.

alpinchista
Very relaxed or carefree person.  Supremely quiet or listless.  It is a term used in Peru.  In Colombia we call them
Celios. 

alpiste



Annual grass plant name .  Name of the seed of this plant and whose cereal is used as food for songbirds, especially
canaries.  It is also used in human food.  Its scientific name is Phalaris canariensis and it belongs to the Poaceae family.
 It is also called alpistera , oxtail, lamb corner, wheat or grain of the Canary Islands.  Also in some parts it is called
birdseed to the yantén , yantén mayor , scientific name Plantago major , of the family Plantaginaceae . 

alpoyeca
Alpoyeca is a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  Nahuatl language means " 34 saltwater place;.

alpujarra
It is the name of a Spanish region in the Provinces of Almería and Granada.  Name of a Colombian municipality
belonging to the Department of Tolima.  Name given to the Palace of the Governorate of Antioquia .  The word is of Arab
origin and means land full of pastures or herbs.  Herbazal, pastal. 

alpujarreño
It means that it is a native of Alpujarra, either the Colombian municipality of the Department of Tolima or of the region of
the Spanish region in the Provinces of Almería and Granada.  Land full of herbs or pastures.  Grassy , pastal . 

alpujarreo
It means grazing, grazing of livestock. 

alquilon
The correct term is alquilón, with tilde.  It means tenant, tenant.  It is also used to determine anything that you can rent,
rent or lease.

alquilón remdio
Regalado, that is rented, who works for anything.

alquitrán
It is the generic name for a viscous, dark bituminous substance, of natural origin It is produced by the destructive
distillation of organic matter, especially dinosaur bones and resinous woods.  There is also coal tar.  It is used as a
sealant and disinfectant. 

alrucaba
It is one of the names given to the star closest to the Boreal Pole, in the constellation of The Little Hesa, which serves as
a guide for navigators.  It is also often called Starfish.  Pole Star, North Star, North Star, Polar Star.  It belongs to the
constellation Osa Minor.  It is also called Alpha Ursae Minoris.  Alpha UMi or 1 UMi.  

alsbergo
It's another way to call the almobile.  The paddling blade, is an extension of a helmet, in the like of mesh or flexible
curtain that helps protect the neck of a knight in armor.

alseides
The most beautiful of the forest nymphs.  Name of the nymphs of plants and flowers, in Greek mythology.  Plural of
Alseide.  Common name of a plant, also known as Calderón or Troilo.  Its scientific name is Trollius europaeus and
belongs to the Ranunculaceae family.  Adoptive daughter of Demeter who protected the forests.



alsina
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is another common name of a tree, which is also called chaparro, carrasco, oak,
Acorn, matorra, carrasquilla.  Its scientific name is Quercus ilex and belongs to the family Fagaceae.  It was the name of
a ship that was sunk in the Bay of Algeciras.

alsines
Plural of chickweed.  It is one of the names that receives a tree, in Catalan.  More alzines is used.  Its scientific name is
Quercus ilex, of the family Fagaceae.  Also has many other common names, such as: Alsina, oak, chaparro, oak,
chaparra, marrasca, machicolation.  Les Alzines is the name of a residential centre for the elderly in Tarragona, Spain.

altair
It is a word of Arabic origin that means flying, flying.  In Astronomy it is the name of a star in the constellation Eagle
(Aquila).  Name of a municipality in Brazil, in the State of São Paulo.  Name of a brand of audio equipment at a
professional level.  Name of a Brazilian footballer, whose full name was Altair Gomes de Figueiredo.  Although he was
part of the Champion Team of the 1962 World Cup in Chile, he did not manage to play.  He was a player for Fluminense
and Sport Recife. 

altanera
In Colombia means rude, profane, vulgar, irreverent, disrespectful, also is used as a synonym of proud, haughty, proud,
arrogant, haughty, self-righteous, smug.

altanería o soberbia
They are synonymous with arrogance, pride, petulance.

altanero
In Colombia you mean rude, vulgar, disrespectful, irreverent.  But it also means haughty, proud, proud, despot, cocky,
arrogant, conceited, pretentious, smug.

altar
It is a stone, table, meson or support, usually marble, in which religious rites are performed, offerings are made or in
some cases sacrifices are made.  Ara. 

alterando
It is an inflection of alter.  It means to modify, change, transform, worry, disturb, irritate, Excite, damage, damage,
adulterate.

alteridad
It is the quality or condition of a person who cares about others.  Put yourself in the shoes of another, feel what another
feels, place yourself in the condition of another. 

altero
It is an inflection of alter.  Meaning modify, transform, change, vary, moving, upset, worry, disturb, irritate, Excite, get
angry, adulterate.

althaea



It is the name of a genus of plants, belonging to the family Malvaceae.  There are about 18 species and the most
representative is the Marshmallow, mauve.  matilla or altea .  The word is of Greek origin and means doctor, medicine,
cure.  It is fodder or food for many insects.  In Greek mythology she was a princess of Aetolia, daughter of the Aetolian
king Testius and Euritemiste.   Sister of Hipermestra and Leda.  He married Aeneus and had several children.  She
drowned.  It is also the name of an asteroid. 

altivez
It is the attitude that manifests pride, petulance, aggression, arrogance, disdain.

alto tribunal
Highest judicial authority in a country.  High Court ( Colombia ) .  Magistrates' Court.  Supreme Court, Constitutional
Court or High Court (Spain). 

alto turmequé
It means a group of people of great importance, of a select or chosen group, of scholars or of refined people.  Group of
connoisseurs or experts. 

altona
It is the name of a neighborhood or sector of Hamburg, in Germany.  In ancient times it was a separate city that
belonged to the Danes and was its commercial port.   It was also an ancient name of a tributary river of the Elbe, which
also had the names Altenawe, Altenau and Pepermahlenbek.

altramuz
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also known as lupin, lupine,, chorcho, almorta.  Its scientific name is
Lupinus albus and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Its fruits without grains similar to beans and have a bitter taste.  

altruísta
Person who practices altruism.  Person in solidarity, a person who always tries to help others.  Philanthropist, charitable,
generous, selfless, humanistic. 

altura
Relative to height or height.  Measurement that is taken between the lowest and highest part of a body.  Size. 

alubia
Name of legume plant very nutritious and its fruits.  It's another way to call the bean, bean or caraota.  Its scientific name
is Phaseolus vulgaris and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

alucinante
It means it produces hallucinations.  That makes unreal things look or feel.  It produces ravings, illusions or fantasies. 
Amazing, amazing. 

alucinarse
It means be dazzled, have visions, fantasizing, hallucinations, desvariar, see mirages.



alucinogeno
The correct term is hallucinogen.  It means that it produces or general hallucinations.  It is a type of chemical that
produces very profound alterations in the perception of the reality of the person who consumes it. 

alucinógeno
It is a natural or synthetic substance that can produce hallucinations.  A substance that produces visual effects and
comfortable feelings.

alud
It means landslide, avalanche landslide that rolls by a skirt.  It can also be an avalanche of snow or a flood of people
(people who are moved to one side and uncontrollably).

aluene
aluene is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Alienate" being its meaning:<br>The question is by alienate and
committed a fingering mistake. It is an inflection of alienating. Sell, produce alienation. Desvariar, go crazy just got,
allocate, inducing a way of behaving or thinking.

alula
Alula is more suitable.  Derivative, wing derogatory, small wing.  It is each of the small feathers that make up the front of
the bird's wing.  Diminutive and derogatory wing.  It is also the name of a town in Arabia, in the Province of Medina,
which is also called Al-Ula. 

alulosa
It is the name of one of the many sugars of natural origin.  It is found mostly in fruits, raisins and especially figs.  It is
highly recommended for diabetic patients. 

aluminosilicato
It is the name that is designated a group of minerals that contain aluminium and Silicon oxides.  In this group some
pozzolans, feldspar, kaolin (also called kalaba or kaolinite), the chlorite are among others.

alumni
It is a word of the English language which means alumni, exdiscipulos.

alumno
Disciple, who learns it means.  A person who receives a master's teachings.  School, student, College, apprentice,
learner, student intern.

alunicera
She is a quecse woman engaged in committing crimes, especially thefts, affecting the moons, mirrors or glass of
vehicles.  Another modality is crashing stolen vehicles against warehouse stained glass windows.  Thief who has a
special type of acting. 

alunizaje
It means perching a ship in a controlled manner on the surface of the moon.



alunizar
It is the action of descending and perching in a controlled manner on the lunar surface.

alusiones
It means to reference.  It is the action or effect of referring.  It means mention, cite, refer, customize, mentar, name.

alutiiq
It is the name of an indigenous people of the United States, settled on Kodiak Island, alaska.  They are also called
Sugpiaq or Pacific Yupik.  It is also called the language they speak. 

alveolectomia
alveolectomy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Alveolectomy." being its meaning:<br>Reduction or
excision of the alveolar corticosteroids to subsequently is establish a prosthesis. It is a procedure odontoquirurgico
minimizing the gingival flap.

alverja
It is a plant of the legume family.  It is also usually called pea or alberja.  Its scientific name is Pisum sativum and it
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is a climbing plant and its fruits are very desirable in culianria. 

alvia
In Spain it is a train service for long distances and high speed. 

alvinos
It is possible to also try to ask for fingerlings.  It is the plural of larva.  Means fish in State juvenile or very small.  First the
fish after the larval stage.  Stage in which the Minnow begins to feed only.  Alevin (is word of French origin).  By
extension, it refers to the sports activity in children's categories.  Using this term, only in Colombia, Peru, Brazil and
Argentina.

alza
Cost increases is any product or item that you need to purchase.  Cost overrun, increase, rising prices.

alzada
Haughty, quarrelsome, bellicose person.  Superb, insolent.  Camorrero . 

alzadas
It can mean insurrectional, rebels, guerrillas or also distance from the loin to the floor in an animal, height of a
quadruped.

am pm
They can mean before meridian after meridian or just late morning.

amacey
It is another common name that receives tree oil, Balsam, balm, tacamaca, currupay, or copay.  Its scientific name is
Copaifera officinalis of the family Fabaceae.



amachada
It has male appearance, referring to a woman who presented traits or male appearance.  Tomboy.

amacizar
It is to make something denser, solid, compact and resistant.  Compact , harden .  Return something harder, compact or
solid.  In Colombia it means to bring a lot or arrival the couple during a dance.  Tighten.

amadis
It is the French title of an opera in three acts by Jules Massenet and French Libretto by Jules Claretie.  In Spanish
Amadis.  It is based on the work Amadis de Gaula (a novel of chivalry Spanish, of Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo.  .

amador
Amador is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Amador; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a male
name, is derived from Latin and means that lavishes love that loves.

amadrinar
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern plains of Colombia means to accompany, walk or walk paired or next to each
other.  The term is also used to say that an old cow that knows the way goes ahead with another beef or with a cowboy
to indicate the way to the whole herd.  Serving as a godmother to someone (for a woman).

amaestrable
It means that it is possible to be tame, trained or tamed.

amaginan
It is a colloquial way to refer to the use or use of the Amagina system for learning languages. The verb amaginar in
Spanish there.

amague
Action or effect of amagar .  He wants to throw off, disorient, pretend, deceive, dribble.  Action or play of an athlete who
deceives the opponent.  Fint, deception, threat, in addition, indication, symptom. 

amagues
It is an inflection of amagar.  In Colombia it means fool, fintar, threaten, intimidate, admonish, make a gesture or a sign. 
Indicate.  Samples of Picardy and ability.

amahuca
It is one of the names given to a Peruvian Amazonian indigenous people and the language they speak.  It is also called
Amahuaca, Amin waka or Yora.  It means children of the capybara or chigüiro.  The language belongs to the Pano
language family. 

amainado
In Colombia, it means that it has diminished the intensity.  It is an inflection of amainar does diminish, lessen, give,
loosen, reduce, moderate, escampar, calm down.



amainar
Abate means diminish, decrease, ceder, loosen, escampar, calm down, improve.

amalaba
Inflection of amalabar. Language musical or harmonious way of game used between lovers or between mothers and
their children. Called left, harmonious, delicate, tender and soft.

amalar
It can mean spoiling, damaging, deteriorating, ruining.  It also means getting sick, putting yourself in poor health. 

amalayar
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains means to desire with intensity, longing with fervor.  Aspire to get
something.

amalia
It is a name of Germanic origin woman, mean that it is energetic and active,

amalthea
It means tender, tenderness.  Name of the wet nurse of Zeus.  He was depicted as a goat.  According to some authors
she was a Naiad, daughter of one of the Curetes (Hemonio).  It was also called Adamantea.  Name of a public school in
Cúcuta, Norte de Santander.  Name of an asteroid . 

amamastla
Amamastla or better amamaniliztli is a word in Nahuatl that means storm.

amamonao
It means stunned, stunned, dizzy, with few reflexes, which lacks vivacity.

amancay
Amancay is the quechua name of some common plants in South America that produce flowers of various colors, often
mottled, and known as Astromelias.  They belong to the family Alstroemeriacaceae ( Genus Alstroemeria ).

amanda
It is a woman's name of Latin origin, meaning it will be loved by others.

amanecedero
In Colombia it is a type of restaurant that opens its customers very early (or does not close in the evenings) and sells
special meals for people who have been drinking, especially broths or hot drinks. 

amanecer
Final stage of the night in which the sky begins to lighten.  Time of sunrise in the mornings.  It can mean beginning,
origin, beginning.  Dawn. 



amangualarse
In Colombia it means agreeing with another to harm a third party.  Organize a plot against someone.  Confabular,
conspiring, machining, conjuring, intriguing, betraying.

amanius
It is a surname of Swedish origin. 

amanoa
It is a genus of plants belonging to the family Phyllanthaceae (was formerly considered a subfamily of the Family
Euphorbiaceae).  It is also one of the common names for a same-gender and family tree.  It is typical of tropical
rainforests, and also tends to be called Micropetalum.

amansa
It's a handing down.  It means taming, taming, meeking or becoming docile.

amansan
It is an inflection of Taming.  It means tame, train, tame, docilizar, soften, soothe, calm.

amanso
It means making meek or soft something.  Inflection of amansar.  It means taming, taming, softening, appeased, calmed.

amante
It means that he loves.  That he feels love.  A person who has a marital relationship with another who is married.  It is
valid for male or female.  In Nautical it is the name of one of the main capes of a boat.  Thick strap. 

amanuense
It means notary, scribe, secretary of the office.  A person who acts as a clerk in a court or tribunal. 

amapola blanca
It is one of the common names of a plant in the family Papaveraceae.  It is also called white poppy, matilija, poppy
matilija or tree poppy.  Its scientific name is Romneya coulteri or also Romneya trichocalyx.  It was dedicated to Doctors
Thomas Coulter (English physician and botanist) and Thomas Romney Robinson (Irish cleric, physicist and astronomer).
 Opium, morphine and other strong alkaloids are extracted from it.  It is native to California and Northern Mexico.  

amapolona
It is one of the common names of poppy.  It is characterized by having flowers and capsules larger than the common
poppy.  Large poppy, augmentative poppy.  Its scientific name is Papaver rhoeas and it belongs to the family
Papaveraceae.  Opium is extracted from it.  

amar
Feeling of love for someone else.  It is also a Spanish surname, with Arab origins.  It was one of the surnames of a
Viceroy of New Granada, who was also a soldier.  Its full name was Antonio José Amar y Borbón Arguedas . 

amaranta



It is a name of woman of Italian origin and means eternal or long-lasting flower.  That not it withers away, Unfading.  It is
one of the characters of Gabo in one hundred years of solitude.  It is one of the common names of some plants of the
genus Amaranthus and belonging to the Amaranthaceae family.  They are also known as taramago, Pigweed, capollo. 
It is also a common name for birds of the genus Lagonosticta in the Estrildidae family.

amarantus
It is the Latin name for a plant and a genus of Plants.  It means eternal or lasting flower.  He doesn't wither,
unmarcessable.  The Spanishization of the term is amaranth or amaranta .  The genus Amaranthus belongs to the
family Amaranthaceae.  They are also known as taramago, bledo, capollo.  Amaranto or amarantus is also a common
name for birds of the genus Lagonosticta of the family Estrildidae.

amarañarse
The correct term is ravelling or ravelling is.  It means tangling, get into a tangle, complicated, confused.  It means also
embrollar confused, disturbing, difficult, complicate.

amarchado
It means stopped, standing, static, still.  It will not run, not walk.  If it has gone out, everything is otherwise means that it's
gone, departed, stepped, it was.

amaretto
It is a kind of coffee served with Italian liqueur.  Liquor that mixes apricot sweet and sour flavor of almonds.

amarfilado
It means it looks like ivory, similar to ivory.  It can refer to the characteristics of ivory, either to color or to its hardness
(consistency).

amarguitas
Plural of amarguita .  In Colombia it is a popular way of calling beers.  Polas , supias . 

amarilla
It means pale, jipata, colorless, amber, hut, blonde, Golden, Golden, gualda, likens.  Warning card.

amarillento
Which has yellow color.  Presenting pallor on the face.  In Colombia it means faded, pale, dead.  Livid, jipato . 

amarillentud
It means paleness, yellowing.  Acquire a yellowish or pale tone.

amarillito
It is a colloquial form of call Whisky in Colombia.

amarillo
Out of amber color, is the name of a bird in the eastern plains of Colombia, whose scientific name is Tyrannulus elatus
and belongs to the Family Tyrannidae.  It has other common names: coronado Tiranuelo, Flycatcher crested yellow,



yellow Crown moscareta.

amarizaje
It means perching in a controlled or gentle manner on the surface of the sea.

amarniense
It means that it is from Amarna, a region of Egypt, on the banks of the Nile River.  It is also the name of a period of
Egyptian history, in which Pharaoh Akhenaton ruled and established Ajetatón as his capital.  Egyptian art that is
characterized by giving relevance to the royal family and outstanding characters.  It is qualified as cartoonish or
expressionist. 

amarrado de los pies
You mean tied toes, maneado ( mean tied legs ) tied, tied down, immobilized.

amarrados
Inflection of mooring.  It means rolling, tying, bonding, knotting, joining, immobilizing.  It means bundled, tied, knotted,
immobilized, joined, linked. 

amarrategui
Fearful and ultra-defensive coach.  That does not think about attacking but about defending himself all the time.  It is a
term used in northern Spain and aims to make it appear as of Basque origin. 

amarre
Tie, anchoring, mooring.  Ropes or ropes which tie a boat in port.  Ligation.  So-called concoction or artifice which
witches and shamans make to secure the love of the loved one.

amarrete
Colombia is synonymous with moored, had, stingy, greedy, mean-spirited, miserable, roñoso, apprehension.

amarronada
It means that it is brown.

amaru
It's the same as Katarí.  It is the name of a totem of The Incaic culture.  Symbolizes flowing water (running water).  It was
depicted with a giant lady snake, with a fish tail.

amaryllis
In botany it is synonymous with Lepidopharynx, Leopoldia or Trisacarpis.  It also uses Hippeastrum (meaning knight's
star).  It is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Amaryllidaceae.  They are endemic to Africa.  Name of
the woman Virgil loved in his first bucolic.  It means the sparkle in your eyes.  Name of an asteroid (1085).  It was also
named 1927 QH by astronomers. 

amasados
It is the same as dough.  They are prepared some cereal, usually maize or wheat, even rice, which are ground and the



flour and yeast are kneaded.  Then baked or as in the case of the HomeFront is put to cook in a pot with water.  It is an
inflection of kneading.

amasia
Woman who lives with a married man who is not her husband.  Dear, lover, second, companion, concubine, reunited,
maid. 

amasijos
It is the generic name for many dishes that are usually prepared with cooked and ground corn masa.  You can take
cheese, sweet, or both.  They can be prepared also with other ceresles such as wheat or rice.  They are very specific to
indigenous cultures in many countries and for this reason have very different names.  Collations.

amasio
It means beloved, dear, adored.  It awakens the feeling of being loved. 

amata
She was the wife of the Latin King and mother of Lavivia in Roman mythology.  Name of an asteroid (1035).  It was
formerly designated 1924 SW, by astronomers.  It is also a surname of Japanese origin.  Name of a locality in Australia .
 It is the name of a genus of insects (tiger moths of the family Erebidae). 

amates
You amates or Los Amates is a commune in the Department of Izabal in Guatemala.  It is named after two 40 amate
trees; Ficus insipida family Moraceae ).  Also says this tree Jonote in Central America, Chibecha in Panama, Higuerón
in Colombia and Chilamate in Costa Rica.  In Bolivia he is called Ojé.

amauria
It is the name of a genus of plants that belongs to the family Asteraceae.  It is also the name of a shrub, representative
of that genus and that family.  There are 3 accepted species of this botanical genus.

amautas
They were the wise men who prepared the children of nobles and members of the royalty in the inca Empire. Teachers
or instructors.

amaxito
It is 40 Tabasco chili; 41 Mexico; better known.  It is small and mature in red.  It is the piquines class.  They also say
chile machito, male chile, chile amash.  His itch disappears soon.

amaxocóatl
Amaxocoatl or Amaxocotl is the name of the fruit of the BlackBerry in the Nahuatl language.  Mora.  Mulberry fruit.

amaxofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of driving a vehicle or also fear of all kinds of vehicles. 

amaya



Amaya is a surname of Spanish origin and a woman's name.

amazona
Mythical warrior woman of the ancient world.  Woman riding with style and elegance.  Joqueta .  The word as such in
ancient Greek means without a breast. 

amazonia
Environmental and geographic region of South America, corresponding to the Amazon River Watershed.  Part of the
Amazon Basin that corresponds to the South American countries (Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru and
Bolivia).  In Colombia, there is an ecogeographic region made up of the departments of Caquetá, Putumayo, Guaviare,
Vaupez and Amazonas. 

amazónido
Name of an ancient Amerindian people who populated the basins of the Amazon, Negro and Orinoco rivers. 

amán
Name of the Capital of Jordan .  You can also type Amman . 

amárrala
It is an inflection to tie (imperative mode).  It means tie, flirt, link. 

ambas
To say together, the two.  That cannot be separated one from the other.

amberzo
amberzo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Obverse" being its meaning:<br>This word is misspelled, it
should be written obverse, which means: side of a coin or medal that carries the image or main inscription. Face. 2.
main part of a material or intangible thing. Cover of the book.

ambicionada
It means coveted, desired, dear, longed for.  It is an inflection of ambition that means wanting, desiring, longing,
coveting. 

ambidextro
It is the person who by nature does everything can be done in the same way with both the right hand and the left hand. 
He kicks the same way with his right leg as with the left.  You can use both hands to write or signature scan or perform
any manual activity.  Equally skilled with hands or legs.  You can also say ambidextrous.

ambientalista
Person or entity that works on protection of the environment.  Person or entity specializing in knowledge of
environmental issues.  Authorities responsible for legislating to control and punish all related to the environment.  The
word is degenerada by politicians who lead actions against development projects, essential for a community often
populist actions and without scientific support.  Protectionist, naturalist and ecologist.



ambientazo
It is an augmentative of environment.  Very friendly atmosphere.  Pleasant surroundings in a feast.  Field, environment,
environment, atmosphere, space.

ambo
In Peru it is a province of the department of Huánuco and is located in the north-central of the country.  It is also a city of
that same sector.  In Chile and Argentina is the name given to a set of sack and trousers, in men's locker rooms and of
the same fabric.

ambon
The correct term is ambón, with tilde.  It can be a lectern where sacred books are placed or a pulpit.

ambonio
It means relative to Ambon, a city and an indonesian island.  Native or resident in Ambon .  It is also often called
Amboina.  You can also use the term Ambones .  Ambon belongs to the Province of Moluccas.

ambón
Stand on which sacred books are placed in churches.

ambrosía
Means immortal, drink believed taking the gods to remain immortal.  Elixir.  In Colombia use it as a synonym of syrupy
liquid, sweet, sweet, honey.

ambuchado
The correct term is embuchado.  In Colombia it means full, ahito, tired, satiated with a very full stomach.  In Spain,
sausage is a type of sausage that is made with clean and rolled lamb casings.  It is a typical dish of La Rioja.

ambula
It is an inflection of ambulating.  It means walking, travel, walking, wandering, go.

ambulante
It means it doesn't stay in one place.  It goes back and forth non-stop.  Andariego, wandering, walker, pilgrim. 

ambulatorio
In Medicine is a procedure that does not require hospitalization of the patient.  Procedure of a few hours .  No overnight
stay or overnight.

amburriento
Action or effect of getting bored or bored.  It means tedium, exhaustion, annoyance, tiredness, degano, boredom. 
Feeling displeased by what you see or feel. 

ambuy
It is another of the common names given to wild plum.  It is also called endrino.  Prunus domestica of the family
Rosaceae . 



amebelodon
It means shovel tooth.  is the name of some extinct mammals that lived in the Late Miocene.  ERan like elephants but
their fangs were straight and shovel-shaped.

amebicida
Specific antiparasite to remove amoebae or amoebas.  Drug or drug against amoebas.

amelaidosis
The correct term is Amyloidosis.  It is a medical term for a group of rare diseases that have as a common symptom,
abnormal accumulation in different organs of a protein called ameloide.  This protein is abnormally produced by the
bone marrow.

amelia
It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means sweet, delicate, industrious, energetic, active.  Other authors give it a
Germanic origin meaning worker.  Name of famous aviator woman (Amelia Earhart).  it is considered a female name
variant of Amalia. 

amenazadoras
Plural of threatening.  It means that it infuses or generates threat.  Disturbing, challenging, malignant, awkward. 

amenity
It is a word from the English language that means comfort, kindness or amenity (pleasant, entertaining, funny, pleasant).
 Convenience, convenient. 

amera
It is a great Division of the Animal Kingdom comprising invertebrates in ways not segmented and more or less similar to
worms, such as the formerly called roundworms, 40 cylindrical worms; Today it is said Nematoda ) Platyhelminthes or
flatworms and the bryozoans or MOSS animals.

americanista
Who practices Americanism.  Person who is dedicated to the study of American cultures and ethnicities.  related to
America (the continent or the football team). 

americano
It means relative to America, a native of America.  For many it may mean American, but this is not correct because
American is everyone who was born in America from Canada to Patagonia.  Name of a bilingual and Presbyterian
religious orientation school, which exists in several cities in Colombia. 

amerindio
Indigenous indigenous native to American lands.  Indian of America.  Belonging to ancestral ethnic groups settled in
America. 

amerita
It is an inflection of merit.  It means do or have merits.  Merit.  That it meets the conditions to be rewarded.



amerizaje
It's the same as mooring.  It means perching in a controlled or gentle way on the surface of the sea on any type of ship
that flies.  It is a form of gallicism (by the French mer meaning sea).

amerotyphlops
It means blind Americans.  American blind snakes.  It is the name of a genus of American blind snakes belonging to the
family Typhlopidae.

ameseto
It's a mmeation inflection.  It means flattening, appeasing, crushing.  Give flat or table shape, horizontalize.  Aplasto,
flattening, achato, apachurro .

amesetó
It means that it no longer rises and maintains the same height or elevation.  It is maintained at the same level or at the
same height.  That forms a plateau. 

ametodico
The correct term is ametodico (tilde).  It means disorganized, without method.

amén
It is a word of Hebrew origin that means "so be it".  It is usually the final word of each sentence or also response to "God
bless you".  Name of a song by Camilo, Mau Ricky and Ricardo Montaner. 

amherstia
amherstia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Anherstia ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Amherstia in a
genus with a single species which is the Amherstia nobilis, also known as the orchid tree.  It is of the family Fabaceae. 
It is native to Burma, but currently grown elsewhere as an ornamental plant.  It hardly exists in the wild.

amical
Relative to friends.  In Catalan it means friend and in friendly French.

amicitia
It's a Latin term meaning friendship.  In Legal and Law it is a link that exists between two persons who have entered into
a bond of mutual protection.  Laelius de amicitia or De amicitia is a philosophical treatise written by Cicero on friendship.
 It's also the name of an asteroid. 

amicísimo
It means very friendly, extremely friendly.  Superlative of friend.  Carnal. 

amicofilia
It is a paraphilia in which you feel pleasure from being scratched or scratched. 

amida
In organic chemistry is an acid amine.  It is the result of joining with a group or radical acyl amine.  It is an organic



compound.

amieiro
It is the name in Galician of a tree.  Corresponds to the Alnus vulgaris (synonymy with Alnus glutinosa or Betula alnus). 
It belongs to the family Betulaceae.  It also receives other common names such as bernazo, green poplar, panblando,
pantierno, alno, birch, alder, common Alder.  In Catalan will say verm.

amielada
It means that it resembles honey, which has the appearance of honey (it may well refer to sweet taste or amber
coloration). 

amiga de noche
It is one of the common names of a plant in the family Asparagaceae ( genus Agave).  It is native to Central America.  It
is also known as San José rod, nardo, lily, tuberous, amole.  It has very fragrant flowers and contains saponins.  Its
scientific name is Agave amica (formerly Agave tuberosa).

amigo de cuatro patas
It is a colloquial way of referring to pets, especially dogs and cats.  Also to some horses, especially if they are small size
(borrico or ponies).  For Peruvians it can be a small flame or guanaco.

amigo del alma
Great friend, best friend, dear friend. 

amigote
Derogatory of friend .  Friend Augmentative .  It is a qualifier that is associated as a companion of adventures.  Buddy ,
henchman . 

amigovio
It is a colloquial way of saying more than friend, less than a boyfriend. Friend with rights. Cuasiamante or lover half.

amiguete
In Colombia is a derogatory way to call a friend or colleague.  Friend or companion of adventures.  He is more mean
buddy, an accomplice.

amiguicracia
It is the government that is made with the closed circle of friends.  In Colombia we put colloquially "thread government"
(closed circle of friends).

amiguis
Very close friend, favorite friend, friend.  It's a juvenile slang term.  Buddy.  Being frands is a comclick.   Buddy, great
friend.

amilanarse
It means feel shock, fear, or fear.  Scare is cow is, frightening is, flinching is, achantar is.



amilladoiro
It is a word of Galician origin and means lots of stones or rocks.  Almost always in conical form.  They are considered a
way to represent the fulfillment of promises. 

amilorrea
It means presence of starch in the faeces.

amilote
amilote is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amilotetl." being its meaning:<br>Amilotl is in Nahuatl white fish. 
The correct term is Amilotetl.  It is a Word from the Nahuatl language meaning white fish eggs.

aminorado
It is an inflection of slow.  It means bring to a lower value undermine, reduce, reduce, reduce, shorten, shrink,

aminorarla
It is a word that means reduce it, undermine it, lower it, decrease it, shrink it, shrink it, shorten it, mitigate it, mitigate it,
alleviate it, take it to a lower value.

aminoso
With appearance or similarity to an amine, which are substances derived from ammonia. It may also be that they ask for
Ominoso, which means hateful, obnoxious, annoying, that it deserves to be condemned and hated. The question may
also be by game, which means with much encouragement, vigorous.

amistarse
In Colombia it is used to mean return to a previously lost friendship.  Be reconciled.  Become friends again.  Forgive and
forget.

amílcar
It is a male name of Phoenician-Punic origin that means the one who commands in the city.  Name of a Carthaginian
general, father of Hannibal and father-in-law of Asdrúbal.  It was a very common name in Carthage.

amkp
amkp is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 AMKP; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>AMKP is the
acronym in English of REMOTE WIRED KEYPAD. It means wiring remote keyboard.

amma
In Sanskrit means Mother, Mom.  It is the name by which Mata Amritanandamayi Devi (Sudhamani Idamannel) is
known, a very charitable woman born in India.

ammyt
It is a mythological being of the Egyptian culture that is represented by head of crocodile and human body.  It also
receives the names of Ammut and Amam, Amemet.  According to tradition he devoured the bodies of the recently
deceased to make his spirit free.  the Devourer and dead bodies.



amn
I think the question is for ANM.  If so, in Colombia it is the acronym for a government institution.  It is the responsibility of
the National Mining Agency. 

amnesia
It means forgetfulness.  Inability to remember.  Total or partial memory loss .

amnesicos
amnestic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amnestic" being its meaning:<br>That you have lost your
memory. People suffering from amnesia.

amniota
It is a term used in Zoology.  It refers to the vertebrate animal whose embryo develops an amnion and an allantoic
pouch, as occurs in reptiles, birds and mammals.  An animal whose embryo develops inside a pouch. 

amnistiable
It means that the crimes committed by that person can be pardoned by the State, by an exceptional measure.  It usually
refers to convicts or political prisoners.  He can be forgiven by the state.  Forgivable.

amodio
It is a Word made up of mix love and hate.  It is said that among them there is only one step, so sometimes our feelings
can be intersperse and no clear if it is one, the other or both.

amodorrados
It means they're sleepy, they want to fall asleep.  Sleepy, sleepy.  They have moder. 

amojonar
It means to delimit, mark, define or demarcate a land with cairns.  Place milestones or marks on a boundary or
boundary.  Signpost. 

amojosar
amojosar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rust, mohosear." being its meaning:<br>In Colombia, it
means losing mold something. Synonymous with mohosear is or mojosear is, rust is, filled with mold. Let fill mushroom
something.

amoladora
It's another way to call a grinder.  It is a stone that serves to sharpen tools (grind).  Sharpener.

amoldarse
It means adjusting, accommodating to a new situation different from the usual one.  It can also refer to new places,
conditions or demands. 

amole
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means soap (amolli).  is the name of several plants in Mexico, which have saponiferous



properties.  Among them are the amolillo, chumbimbre, soap or soap (Sapindus saponaria of the Family Sapindaceae)
or the tuberose, tuberose, lily? or St. Joseph's rod (Agave amica of the family Asparagaceae or Agavaceae).  There are
other bulbous plants that are also called amole in Mexico.  

amoles
It is a name generic to that given in Mexico to plants saponiferas ( precursor 41 SOAP;. They are different genera and
species. They are characterized by having contact with the water, hence its name. Grind is a word in language Nahuatl
Atl ( water ) and molli ( Stew, ) foam. Some have the same properties of the barbasco, what makes them toxic to fish
especially.

amoloa
amoloa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Grinding" being its meaning:<br>The correct way is grinding. In
Colombia it means give sharp ( or sharpen ) all kind of utensil or tool used to cut or chop. In this way we can grinding
knives, knives, machetes, axes, hoes, Spades, barretones, scissors.

amoñar
It means tie, bind, join using monkeys, tying at the ends.  Decorate with ribbons.

amor
Love is also a surname of Spanish origin, is located outside Spain in Mexico and Argentina.  Gonzalo Amor was an
Argentine, great passionate about horse riding and was one of those who promoted this activity in Colombia.  Pure
feeling that promotes the Christian faith.  Affection, affinity and affection.

amor en quechua
Love between people is Munakuy.  If it refers to tenderness it is Waylluy.  When the feeling is more compassion the term
is Khuyay.

amor euskera
Love in Basque maite said.

amorado
It is a word in esperanto meaning love. Who feels love, in love.

amorado
It is a word in esperanto meaning love. Who feels love, in love.

amoratado
That has purple color somewhere on the body.  That acquires the tone or purple color.  Acardenalado, cárdeno,
congested, livid, violet, purple. 

amorcar
It is also used to wall.  It means corning, hitting with antlers or horns (usually referred to a bull). 

amorfo



It means that it lacks a definite form.  Which has no defined internal structure.  Deformed, abnormal, irregular. 

amorfos
It means that it has no definite form, that it lacks form .  That changes shape . 

amorgonar
It's the same as elbowing.  In Agronomy and Gardening is a form of asexual reproduction of plants (by elbows or
morbidities).  It consists of folding and burying a branch, to get a new plant.  This activity is also called elbowing or
vasting.

amorillón
It is a way of calling in Galician language to wild strawberries.   They also call them wild strawberry, morillóns, amoroto,
amorillote, morogo, moroto, morote.  Its scientific name is Fragaria vesca and belongs to the family Rosaceae.  Although
it looks like it is very different from strawberry. 

amorin
It is a surname of Galician and Portuguese origin.  It is originally from the town hall of Tomiño (Tuy) and Salvaterra do
Minho.  Galician surname with roots in the Parish of San Juan de Amorin.  There is also Amorim.

amorín
Image of an angel child.  Diminutive of love, amorcito .  It is a surname of Spanish origin (in the parish of San Xoán de
Frontón, in the municipality of Pantón - Lugo).  Surname of former Uruguayan footballer and coach, named Rubén Darío
Amorín Mattos.  He passed away 7 years ago (2014).  Surname of Uruguayan politician named José Gerardo Amorín
Batlle and surname of Uruguayan goalkeeper named Santiago Amorín Calegari. 

amoroso
It means that he manifests love, that he shows affection or a lot of appreciation. 


